
 

 

Nursing Service Guideline 
Hemodialysis  

 

        

Title: BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS DURING DIALYSIS 

Responsibility: Hemodialysis Registered Nurse (RN) 

Equipment: 1. One 250 ml 0.9% Normal Saline (NS) 

2. One Y-Type blood solution administration set 

3. Intravenous (IV) Pump 

 

Procedure Point of Emphasis 

1. Review physician order.  

 

2. Determine if the patient has had any previous 

transfusions; if yes, inquire if there was ever an 

adverse reaction. 

 

3. Confirm the patient’s identity with two patient 

identifiers. 

 

4. Explain procedure to patient and/or family with 

review of potential reactions. 

 

5. Assemble equipment. 

Verify that consent is signed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Using two patient identifiers will reduce the number of 

medical errors. 

 

Review of education will help alleviate anxiety, fears 

and frustrations. 

6. Hang 250 ml NS and prime Y-type blood 

solution administration set. 

 

7. Connect Y-type tubing to medication port of 

dialysis tubing. 

 

8. Obtain unit of blood (if two units are ordered, get 

both units at the same time.) 

All blood tubing should have a filter. 

9. Check blood products according to hospital 

procedure and document. 

Two RNs must check blood against patient’s blood band 

and blood bag at bedside and complete blood 

transfusion form in the EMR. 

10. Obtain base line vital signs according to hospital 

procedure and document. 

 

11. Attach unit of Red Blood Cells (RBCs) to 

primed Y-type blood solution administration set. 

Use IV pump. 

12. Regulate transfusion rate to 250 ml/hr for first 15 

minutes. 

RN will remain with patient for the first 15 minutes of 

each transfusion to monitor for potential reactions. 

13. After 15 minutes, obtain vital signs according to 

hospital procedure and document. 

 

14. If no reaction, increase flow to 999 ml on the 

pump. 

 

 

 

If patient has a reaction, stop transfusion immediately 

and follow appropriate hospital procedures and 

document. 

15. After unit of RBCs are infused, flush Y-Type Include transfusion in Ultrafiltration calculation.       400 
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Procedure Point of Emphasis 

blood solution administration set with 50ml of  

NS. 

ml per unit includes NS flush after blood. 

16. Obtain vital signs according to hospital 

procedure and document. 

 

17. If additional unit of RBCs is to be administered, 

repeat steps 5-15. 

 

18. Disconnect Y-type solution administration set 

from extracorporeal circuit. 

Dispose of Y-type tubing according to hospital policy 

for hazardous waste disposal.  

DOCUMENTATION 

  

 

 

 

 1.  Blood Product Flow Sheet completed in EMR. To 

be completed on paper form if EMR is down. 

Date, time, blood product and unit #, medical record #, 

blood donor type, IV size, filters, vital signs, and RN 

signature. 

CHARGES 

 

  1.  Pharmacy 250 ml NS charge. 

 

  2.   Blood transfusion  
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